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Computer racing programs agree on Grand National favourite

CAll C0I1ECT IS THE

PC’S NATIONAL
By half past three on Saturday, the bookies will be rubbing their hands

with glee and another tropical rain forest will have bitten the dust as

the unlucky betting slips from the Grand National are spread to the

winds.

After the success of racing program Tipster in picking the 100-1 winner

of the Cheltenham Gold Cup, we lined up five of the most popular racing pro-

grams to try and scoop the National. Here’s what they said:

• Three out of five gave Call Collect the winning place.

• Another gave Call Collect a place

• Three gave West Tip a place but none placed it first

• Brown Windsor was placed by two

• Bonanza Boy was placed by two

All race and forecast programs need up-to-date information to be accurate. As

these tips were compiled over a week before the race they are just for fun and

not a true reflection of their abilities. In short, if you lose your shirt, don’t come
crying to us. • Horsing around: but are the computers correct?

Amiga 3000 misses CeBit,

but Which? debut a cert
Despite a no-show on the A3000 at last

week’s CeBit ’90 in Hanover, the machine's

software is now ready, writes Steve Gold.

Instead of a media blitz at CeBit, Com-

modore is planning a softly-softly launch at

the Which Computer? Show next month.

But why a Which? launch and not

Comdex Spring in June? According to one

Commodore representative I spoke to at

Cebit ’90, the A3000 Is pitched at the

thoughtful user who will think about the appli-

cations the machine can be used with. This

sounds a bit airy-fairy to me, but Com-

modore’s senior executives don’t seem to

think so. They’re planning a big splash for the

Which Computer? Show.

Wise money is being put on there being

two versions of the machine - one which runs

at 25MHz and one which zips along at

33MHz. It won’t run on the 68040 chip, but

upgraders can look forward to add-on boards

from third party suppliers.

One of the most intriguing games the

industry gossip mongers are indulging in is

‘guess the blasted thing’s name’. One sugges-

tion is the ‘Multimedia Amiga’ although, know-

ing Commodore, it’ll probably simply be the

A3000.

Pheonix upgrade for A3000
While the industry is talking about

what Commodore’s next Amiga, the

A3000, will look tike, there are still

a number of AlOOO users out there

who don’t want to go to the expense

of upgrading their machines.

While there are a number of

upgrade cards around for the AlOOO

(e.g. DVS Wonder and Rejuvenator),

they only tend to offer limited facilities

such as RAM extensions and the like.

Now from Australia comes news of a

new AlOOO board called the Phoenix

that pushes the AlOOO’s potential per-

formance up to the level of the Amiga

2000.

The board costs A$480 and

upgrades the AlOOO to 1Mb of RAM
(expandable to 2Mb on the card itself,

and up to 10Mb using a plug-in daugh-

terboard), 32 x 32K blitter operations

(that’s 1,024 times better than on the

original AlOOO) and allows for support

of the Enhanced Chip Set (ECS) that

everyone at Commodore is talking

about.

The man behind the Phoenix board

is Andrew Wilson, the original developer

of the Proton memory boards, and

responsible for many of the 8Mb expan-

sion cards for the Amiga series.Wilson

has been working on the Phoenix board

for some time and, in order to cater for

all AlOOO users, is offering a number of

optional extras such as a SCSI port

($80), B2000 video socket($!5) and a

B2000 expansion slot connector ($35).

The board is actually a drop-in replace-

ment for the existing AlOOO Amiga

motherboard.

Unlike most of the competition, the

board retains the basic layout of the

original, so that existing add-in cards

for the AlOOO - which usually fit on or

over the microprocessor’s position -

can still be used.

The Form in Detail

Coursemaster from Intraset:

1 Call Collect

2 West Tip

3 Brown Windsor

4 Durham Edition

Res. Rinus and Torside

National Hunt Formula from Bri-Mardon

1 Big Sun

2 Bonanza Boy

3 Call Collect

4 = Rinus

Polyfemus

Form Master from Artronic

1 Call Collect

2 West Tip

3 The Thinker

4 Big Sun

Racing Box Form from Boxoft

1 Call Collect

2 Brown Windsor

3 Bonanza Boy

4 West Tip

Tipster from TAM (100-1 winner of the Gold

Cup)

An each-way bet on Bishops Yarn and Nick

The Brief

Moxwell gets busy on SI
Maxwell CPU Software in the US has

been busy releasing new packages

for the Atari ST. Among the latest

batch are FractalFantasy and GoGo-
ST, as well as Megstender - a key-

board cable extender for the Mega
ST series.

Fractal Fantasy, which sells for

$23.95, produces some interesting and

colourful designs based on the Mandel-

brot set. The package uses the mathe-

matical systems of chaos to produce the

designs. Fractal Fantasy is interesting,

since its GEM-based options, context-sen-

sitive help files and helpful manual assist

even the most novice of ST users in cre-

ating fractal patterns without the need for

a degree in mathematics.

GoGo-ST, meanwhile, is a GEM-

based program that allows for simplified

display and execution of programs. No

more searching through desktop win-

dows and folders for that program file,

says the program's flyer. The latest ver-

sion of GoGo-ST (1.3) also has a nice dig-

ital clock that can be zoomed and edited

for display on-screen. A neat touch for a

$19.95 package.

Maxwell’s Megstender is a full key-

board cable extender for the Mega ST

that comes with cable lengths of

between 6 and 25 feet, and costing from

$11.95 to $16.95. If your Mega ST

cable is too short, the Megstender could

be an ideal solution. Maxwell CPU

Software can be found at: 507 West

Baseline, Lafayette, CO 80026, USA. Tel:

0101-303-666-7754.

wmmmmmmm.

Balls ’n’ buttons on track

Space saver: TrackerMouse.

Military hardware specialist Penny and

Giles has swapped submarines for secre-

taries in its combined keypad and tracker-

ball called TrackerMouse Plus.

Working from the RS232 port or via

infra-red connection, this 2.5-inch wide

unit simplifies screen handling and allows

the input of macros by a single keypress.

Born from the lack of space in sub-

marines, the concept soon spread to the

commercial world and the present version

works with IBM PCs and clones.

Software to customise the Tracker-

Mouse to industry standard programs is

supplied with SuperCalc, Lotus 1-2-3,

WordPerfect, and AutoCad to name but

several.

Price for the TrackerMouse is £222 and

further information can be obtained from

Penny and Giles on 0202 481751.
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